Evolution is often considered a gradual hill-climbing process, slowly increasing the fitness of organisms. Here I investigate evolution of homing behaviour in simulated intertidal limpets. While the simulation of homing is only a possible mechanism by which homing may have evolved, the process allows an investigation of how evolution may occur over different fitness landscapes. With some fitness landscapes, in order to evolve path integration as a homing mechanism, a temporary reduction in an organism's fitness was required -since high developmental costs occurred before successful homing strategies evolved. Simple hill-climbing algorithms, therefore, only rarely resulted in the evolution of a functional homing behaviour. The inclusion of trail-following greatly increases the frequency of success of evolution of a path integration strategy. Initially an emergent homing behaviour is formed combining path integration with trail-following. This also demonstrates evolution through exaptation, since in the simulation, the original role of trail-following is likely to be unrelated to homing. Analysis of the fitness landscapes of homing in the presence of trail-following behaviour shows a high variability of fitness, which results in the formation of 'stepping-stones' of high fitness across fitness valleys. By using these steppingstones, simple hill-climbing algorithms can reach the global maximum fitness value.
Introduction
In both biological evolution and artificial evolution (simulated using evolutionary or genetic algorithms), a key concept is the gradual climbing of a 'hill', which represents fitness of the organism [1, 2] . Small changes to the genotype, arising through mutation or a specific recombination of genes, result in some individuals being better adapted to their task than in the previous generation. These individuals will be more likely to reproduce or produce more offspring than individuals with no advantage, or with disadvantages over previous generations (reviewed by [3] ). An accumulation of these small changes will result in genes that have evolved to be well adapted to their environment [4] .
Researchers who optimise problems using computational techniques such as genetic algorithms understand that the hill climbing process is only part of the solution to finding optimal solutions [2] . Hill climbing is likely to find a local optimal value, and to find the true, global optimal solution requires the crossing of a local minimum point, or fitness valley, on the fitness landscape [5] . Genetic algorithms, therefore, use a range of small hill-climbing mutations, along with larger mutations, immigration and complex recombination to locate these global optimum points [6] .
It is not possible to accurately represent the true fitness landscape of a living organism, however it is logical to expect that local optimum points will occur in real evolution [5, 7, 8 ]. An example is one theory of the evolution of insect wings, which may only provide a selective advantage when large enough for flight and a possible selective disadvantage when not large enough [9] . Large mutations are normally fatal or disadvantageous in animals [10, 11] so it is unclear how these fitness valleys can be crossed. One explanation is that they are not crossed, but the inclusion of extra dimensions effectively allows these local optimum points to be bypassed [12] . Essentially these extra dimensions can be thought of as extra components of an organism's ecological niche. Another explanation involves plasticity of the phenotype of an organism, combined with genetic change -commonly known as the Baldwin effect [13] .
In this paper, I use a simple example of an invertebrate behaviour (limpet homing) to demonstrate that emergent behaviours, arising from a combination of two or more existing behaviours, one of which had evolved for a different purpose (exaptation), can play an important role in crossing these fitness valleys; supporting the theory originally proposed by Gould and Vbra [14] , but considered "untestable in most circumstances" by the final writings of Gould [3] . Once these emergent behaviours have arisen and the valley has been crossed, simple hill climbing evolution can operate again. In this study, limpet homing behaviour is used as an illustration to help support Gould and Vbra's [14] hypotheses, however, while the mechanisms of evolution of homing behaviour are plausible, it is not intended to be an accurate representation of how this behaviour really evolved.
Homing in intertidal limpets
Many animals need to return to a home site after foraging. Several groups of relatively cognitively simple animals have been studied, including limpets [15] [16] [17] [18] and ants [19, 20] . For each group, a suite of strategies has been proposed as potential mechanisms for homing. The most widely proposed mechanism is a system of path integration or dead reckoning, where the animal is able to approximate a vector of return by integrating the distances and angles of the outward route [16, 19, 21] .
A further mechanism proposed for successful homing is the following of outgoing trails. Species of ant are known to deposit pheromone trails [22] and limpets achieve locomotion through the laying of mucus trails on the shore [23] . Limpets do not generally follow trails in their entirety, from when they finish foraging back to their home, as such a mechanism would greatly increase the distance moved by the animal. They may, however, integrate a trail following mechanism with a path integration mechanism. Indeed manipulative experiments suggest more than one mechanism is used in homing [15] [16] [17] . If the path integration mechanism is not totally accurate then the animal may not directly locate its home but may locate its outgoing trail from the home or a trail from a previous excursion and follow it back to its home. While the chemical cues that allow directionality of trails to be determined are still under investigation, behavioural studies have clearly demonstrated the ability of snails to follow directional cues in mucus trails [23] . Some species of intertidal snails even show a tortuous movement phase at the start of their foraging activity that may maximise the chance that a trail is located on their return trip [24] . Developing two strategies to achieve a simple behaviour may appear costly, but both simple precursors of path integration (a basic sense of direction based on hydrotaxis which may help avoid predation by maintaining the animal's position in the area wet by the incoming tide rather than being fully submerged e.g. [25] [26] ) and trail following (used in other behaviours such as maximisation of food intake [27] ) already exist in many species of intertidal snail. These behaviours are unlikely to be evolved sufficiently to act as a homing mechanism in most species since their presence has not resulted in the evolution of homing behaviour in many other species of intertidal snail (e.g. [28] ); indeed, most of these species may gain no benefit from homing, hence there would be no selective pressures for the evolution of homing behaviour.
Complex information processing systems, such as accurate path integration, are developmentally costly to produce. This cost often results in sub-optimal behaviours occurring since the cost of development of the neural systems may outweigh the fitness benefits of the optimisation of the trait [29] (see also examples of deviation from optimal values of sex allocation in parasitoid wasps due to information processing or neural constraints [30] [31] [32] ). In this study, I present a developmental cost function combined with a measure of homing success and efficiency to evaluate the fitness of a given homing strategy. The strategy is modelled by a series of numerical parameters that define the probability of different decisions and the level of development of different mechanisms of homing. For example, the accuracy of the path integration mechanism is defined by developmental costs, where, as accuracy increases to 100%, the cost increases exponentially. The homing success is measured by the ability to locate the home position and by the time taken (or distance moved) to locate the home. Note, the homing mechanisms used in this study are related to those used by limpets today, but this study only considers homing as an example behaviour to investigate crossing fitness valleys during evolution. As such, conclusions about how homing behaviour really evolved in limpets should not be drawn from this study.
Experimental Procedures

Homing algorithm
The modelled limpet starts moving from the centre (position 150, 150) of an arena 300 x 300 units in size. The animal moves for 100 timesteps to simulate a foraging expedition (Figure 1 ). At each timestep the animal moves from its current position to one of the eight surrounding units of the arena (including diagonal movement). The initial direction of movement is randomly generated between 0 and 360 degrees and the resultant movement simulated by randomly generating an angle from a normal distribution (mean=0, S.D.=20). The generated angle is added to the angle at the previous timestep to create a cumulative angle, which specifies the direction of movement. At the end of the foraging phase, the angle and distance required to arrive at a home location are calculated. An error term, the maximum size of which is determined by the evolved path integration strategy, is added or subtracted to the 'correct' path integration angle or distance: P limpet = P actual + e or P limpet = P actual -e where P limpet is the path integration angle (in degrees) or distance (in grid cells) of the limpet, P actual is the true path integration angle or distance and e is error induced in the limpet's path integration as a random variable between 0 and E max . E max is initially set at 50 for both parameters and for each individual in the population, but is altered by the hill climbing evolutionary algorithm (see below) for each individual in successive generations. Either equation has an equal chance of occurring (i.e. the error in angle can be either clockwise or anticlockwise and distance can be either less or greater than the true distance). The Developmental cost of the process is given by: 25) where x can be adjusted to alter the fitness landscape, by changing the developmental costs (here values between 4 and 7 are considered). Costs also relate to how rapidly the limpet can find its home scar after foraging. If the limpet encounters its true home position on the way to its calculated home position then it will stop. If the home position is not located it will begin to search for a further 100 timesteps using a tortuous movement pattern, altering its bearing by an angle from a normal distribution (mean=0, S.D.=200) at each timestep (Figure 1b) . Movement costs were 1 unit per timestep moved during path integration, 3 units per timestep whilst searching and a further cost of 400 units was imposed if the home scar was not found. The high costs of moving during the search phase and if the home scar was unable to be located were indicative of the high levels of desiccation stress and increased risk of predation that the limpet would face if moving during emersion or not finding the home scar.
The values of the relative costs are designed to create a range of fitness landscapes in the evolution of the behaviour, some of which create fitness valleys that need to be crossed: they are not based on empirically derived values. In this study a perfect path integration angle and direction has a cost of ~300 units (when x=5), where as being unable to find a home scar has a cost greater than this, between 700 and 900 units, depending on the path integration distance moved and the degree of path integration precision evolved. Costs or perfect path integration strategies are reduced to ~110 units if x=4, but are increased to ~800 units if x=6 or ~2,200 if x=7. These values give developmental costs of perfect path integration well below the cost of not being able to find a home scar, as well as costs approximately equal and well above that of not finding the home scar. Fitness of a given homing strategy is calculated simply as cost multiplied by -1, so fitness rises as costs reduce.
In some simulations, an ability to follow outgoing trails back to the home scar is included (Figure 1c) . If a trail is encountered it may be detected by the limpet. This is decided by comparing the parameter P trail, initially set at 50 units, to a uniformly randomly generated number between 0 and 100, if P trail is less than the generated number then the trail is detected. Since the distance home following a trail is higher than through path integration, trails are only followed in the second 
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half of the path integration phase or during the search phase [24] . The developmental cost of increasing the likelihood of trail detection is calculated in the same manner as before: C = exp 
Hill climbing algorithm
The hill-climbing algorithm used was not a gradient based method, but based on evolutionary algorithms that only allow for small mutations and do not demonstrate any form of recombination or crossing over; also known as evolution strategies, the benefits of these simple evolutionary algorithms over mathematical hill climbing methods are related to increased stochasticity (see [33] for an examination of strategies). An initial population of 30 individuals were generated, all having 'genes' coding for the two parameters of maximum angle error (Angle), maximum distance error (Distance) and, in some simulations a third parameter, the ability to detect trails (Trail). All individuals initially had values of 50 for all of the genes simulated, indicating some 'sense of direction' and ability to detect mucus trails that are likely to be required for other behaviours (see above). For each generation the best six individuals were each cloned five times, to give a new population of 30 individuals. Four of each of the five clones produced from each individual were subject to small mutations in each gene between +10 and -10, where the value was determined by a random number from a uniform distribution. The algorithm was run for either 100 or 200 generations (details given in results).
While such mutations are not common in much of the recent research in evolutionary algorithms for optimisation, this framework provides a simple mechanism for effective hill climbing and finding local optimisation points [33] , complex mutation processes result in some 'large' mutations which are biologically unrealistic, as they would normally result in the death of the organism [10, 11] .
Results
Using only the path integration strategy, homing behaviour (defined as >70% of individuals in a generation successfully locating their home position) varied from evolving in 98% of trials to in 0% of trials, depending on the values of x used to calculate the developmental costs (Figure 2 ). Including the trail following behaviour resulted in success between 100% and 0%, again depending on the developmental costs of path integration (Figure 2 ). Differences in the success of evolution of homing was most evident when x=5. With these developmental costs, only 4% of trails resulted in successful homing behaviour evolving when trail following was not included, but 67% of trails were successful when trail following was included (these differences in success are highly significant -Fisher's Exact Test, P<0.0001).
For the simulations where the developmental cost is defined with =5, in the absence of trail following, both Angle and Distance parameters tended to increase over time (becoming less accurate), creating a slight increase in fitness as their developmental costs decrease (Figure 3a & b) . With the inclusion of trail following, homing frequently evolved as a stable strategy (e.g. Figure 3c ). Increasing the accuracy of the Angle parameter results in a good chance of an outgoing trail being detected during the path integration phase, and this is then followed back to the home scar (the strategy indicted in Figure 1c ). This strategy can occur early in the evolution of homing, where values for the Angle parameter and Trail parameter are low (therefore the error in the angle is low and the ability to detect trails is high), but the Distance parameter is subject to large errors (Figure 3d ; but note alternative example shown in Figure 4b , where the Distance parameter decreased first). This homing strategy can be considered an emergent behaviour based on the definition by Holland [34] , since it arises from a combination of two behaviours that may have developed in real animals for different purposes. Once the emergent behaviour begins to work well, fitness increases sharply and the Distance parameter rapidly becomes more accurate, creating an effective path integration strategy. In the example shown, the development of this behaviour means that the less efficient emergent homing behaviour, using both path integration and homing, is no longer required and begins to 'dis-evolve' to save on the fitness losses incurred due to high developmental costs (Figure 3d ). This may not be true in real limpets since trail following behaviours have a variety of roles other than in homing.
The role of trail following can be seen if the fitness landscape of the path integration function is displayed (Figure 4a ). Fitness valleys can be seen as the costs of developing an accurate Angle and Distance path integration mechanism increase, and before they are sufficiently developed to allow successful homing to regularly occur. The fitness landscapes are produced from average data for ten replicate homing trials for each set of parameter values (development costs calculated with x=5). Movement into the fitness valleys rarely occurred, but where it did, it was perhaps based on stochastic noise by the inbuilt variability in the homing model (Black plot - Figure 4a) .
With the inclusion of the trail following parameter, with a fixed value of P trail =50, there was no dramatic change in the fitness landscape. However, rather than always evolving away from the edge of a fitness valley, some trails showed that when values for Distance and Angle reached the edge of a fitness valley they moved across this valley (Figure 4b ). The only difference in the fitness landscapes is that with the trail following behaviour present, there is more stochastic noise in the fitness landscape (i.e. there is a chance that a trail is encountered, detected and followed home). In this case, the path integration parameters were able to cross the fitness valleys and reach a global maximum fitness. The reason for this seems to be that the high stochastic variability creates 'stepping stones' of high fitness across the fitness valleys, which allow them to be crossed with only the small parameter changes allowed in the hill climbing algorithm. Since variability of the fitness landscape was lower without trail following, there was less chance of 'stepping stones' occurring in the correct positions, and a lower number of replicate trials resulted in the evolution of a homing behaviour.
With different values of x in the developmental cost equation, the fitness valleys were either non-existent (x=4; Figure 5a ) or very large (x=6; Figure 5b) . Even with the presence of trail following, these were seldom crossed by the simple hill climbing evolutionary algorithm employed (Figure 2 ).
Discussion
Gradual hill-climbing, as a mechanism of evolution often appears logically to be impossible in achieving complex behaviours, since a decrease in fitness is often likely to be part of the process. Although this was originally indicated by Sewall Wright in his discussion of fitness landscapes [5, 8] , the concept can be clearly understood by those that work on genetic algorithm optimisation processes, where the avoidance of local optimal points is the subject of much research [2] . Clearly, the problem of artificially evolving the simple homing behaviour in this study could be solved by complex genetic algorithms with the inclusion of recombination or large mutations. These large changes in genomes are uncommon in nature, but are possible during rapid speciation events through processes such as polyploidisation or hybridisation [35, 36] . This study deliberately used gradual hill-climbing algorithms, only allowing small changes in parameter values, to investigate how biological evolution may be able to overcome the problem of crossing fitness valleys. The study demonstrates that combining several behaviours to create an emergent behaviour may provide a mechanism to cross fitness valleys, essentially since the emergent behaviour alters the fitness landscape so a drop in fitness is not required. In this study, true emergence of the homing behaviour involving path integration and homing did not occur, since both the behaviours were pre-programmed to allow homing to occur. However, both behaviours do occur with a limited degree of accuracy in numerous intertidal snails, for purposes other than homing, and provide direct selective advantages to the individuals that possess the behaviours. In a real animal, where there was no teleological goal of homing, the combination of these behaviours to create a homing behaviour, and thus increase the fitness of the animal, would be an example of an emergent behaviour [34] .
The role of emergent properties in evolution is not a new theory. It was originally proposed by Gould and Vrba [14, 37] , but considered untestable, since it was not possible to identify all the lower level factors that would contribute to the emergent behaviour (see discussion in [3] ). However, key to this paper is the term exaptation (also proposed by Gould and Vbra [14] ), the evolution of one structure or behaviour for a particular role, which is eventually utilised for a different role. Here, trail following could be selected for with immediate benefit to increase the intake of food, not as a functional homing mechanism. The development of the theories of emergence and self-organisation has increased rapidly since Gould and Vbra's paper [38, 39] and the application of simple computer simulations, such as presented in this paper, now allow for tests of these theories in evolutionary biology.
In the real world, many homing animals appear to rely on two or more integrated strategies to successfully home [16, 20] . For example, when foraging, limpets are known to follow trails, yet do not follow these in their entirety [18] , effectively using the intermediate strategy evolved in this model. Ants such as the desert ant are known to use image matching of visual landmarks to correct the path integration mechanism and successfully home [20, 40, 41] . This integration of strategies may indicate the costly nature of development of complex neural pathways for path integration. Fiddler crabs, however, do appear to rely heavily on path integration to locate refuges [42] . Here, a high directional sense has evolved. This may be because fiddler crabs home in response to potential predators, or incoming waves -where the fitness of the animal may be far more dependent on rapid and accurate homing than in animals returning to a home position to alleviate desiccation stress over an entire tidal cycle. Therefore, while I only use a theoretical example of how homing could evolve in limpets in this study, the concept of two 'imperfect' behaviours combining to produce a robust behaviour, as indicated in the simulation, does seem to apply in nature. However, this does not mean that the fitness landscapes used in this study were correct, and that homing in real limpets would have developed in this way.
This study has shown that combining two or more behaviours can result in emergent behaviours that are capable of crossing fitness valleys. Essentially this has occurred through the inclusion of extra dimensions to the modelled ecological niche of the animal (by including trail following), thus supporting the ideas of bypassing local optimal points as proposed by Michael Conrad (reviewed in [12] ). The results complement theories into how fitness valleys can be crossed by changing the fitness landscape, particularly through phenotypic plasticity [13, [43] [44] [45] . Changing fitness landscapes through processes such as phenotypic plasticity or emergence may provide many insights into how evolution occurs. For example, emergence can occur at many hierarchical levels of biological organisation and may help explain how some processes, which logically appear to be unable to evolve, can in fact do so. The theory may even help discredit the 'intelligent design' theories that have been proposed to explain the inability of evolution to create certain complex molecular structures [46] . 
